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Planning Your Career Path

What You Need to Know
How well do you know yourself? Your personality, values 
and interests tell the story of who you are. Self-assessment 
is a tool that lets you set realistic and satisfying career goals 
and provides a framework for embracing or rejecting certain 
careers. 

What about your skills and experience? A skills inventory 
helps you identify the strengths you possess in order to effec-
tively communicate what you can provide an employer. 

Exploring these aspects of “you” through the following 
worksheets sets the stage for preparing your career research 
materials and researching career opportunities.

“The best career 
advice to give 

to the young is 
fi nd out what 
you like doing 

best and get 
someone 

to pay you 
for doing it.”
~ Katherine 
Whitehorn

Self-Assessment
Personality Traits
Identifying your personality traits can 
help point you toward a satisfying 
fi eld in which you can be yourself. 
Personality tests, such as the Myers-
Briggs Type Inventory that examines 
four dimensions of personality, help 
give you an understanding of where 
your tendencies lie. This can point 
you toward a career fi eld and com-
pany culture that is most compatible 
with your style. For example: Are you 
more comfortable operating within a 
fi xed schedule, or can you do things 
on the spur of the moment?

Take a few minutes right now to go 
through the traits listed in Personality 
Worksheet 1-1, and check those that 
describe elements of your personality. 
It is not a complete listing of person-
ality traits; you can write in any traits 
that more effectively describe your 
personality. Don’t over-think this 
exercise; if you’re stuck, call a friend 
or family member and ask them for a 
quick list of words that describe you.
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Personality Worksheet 1-1

__ Abstract Thinker

__ Action-oriented

__ Adaptable

__ Agreeable

__ Ambitious

__ Analytical

__ Broad-minded

__ Capable

__ Charismatic

__ Communicative

__ Competent

__ Concrete Thinker

__ Consistent

__ Courageous

__ Creative

__ Curious

__ Detail-oriented

__ Disciplined

__ Effi cient

__ Empathetic

__ Energetic

__ Enthusiastic

__ Entrepreneurial

__ Expressive

__ Extroverted

__ Fair

__ Forgiving

__ Friendly

__ Happy

__ Helpful

__ Honest

__ Hospitable

__ Humorous

__ Idealistic

__ Imaginative

__ Impractical

__ Intelligent

__ Introspective

__ Introverted

__ Intuitive

__ Inventive

__ Logical

__ Loving

__ Loyal

__ Methodical

__ Motivated

__ Obedient

__ Observant

__ Objective

__ Orderly/Organized

__ Outgoing

__ Passionate

__ People-oriented

__ Perceptive

__ Perfectionist

__ Persuasive

__ Pleasure-seeking

__ Polite

__ Positive

__ Powerful

__ Practical

__ Precise

__ Quick

__ Quiet

__ Regimented

__ Reserved

__ Resourceful

__ Responsible

__ Risk-taker

__ Self-controlled

__ Sensitive

__ Spontaneous

__ Supportive

__ Sympathetic

__ Thoughtful

__ Trustworthy

__ Versatile

__ Vigilant

__ Vocal

__ Witty

First, make a check next to your traits.

“In reading the 
lives of great 
men, I found 
that the fi rst 
victory they 

won was over 
themselves…
self-discipline 

with all of them 
came fi rst.”

~ Harry S. Truman
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Now, pick out the top fi ve traits that have produced positive outcomes in your work 
or school experiences. You’ll be using these later in Résumé Worksheet 1-7 to illustrate 
how your personality traits produce effectiveness in the workplace.

Trait Outcomes

Orderly/Organized   Used my organizational skills to revamp the office files, created      

 a more efficient and effective system                                                    

1. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

2. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

4. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

5. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________

“This one step 
—choosing a 

goal and sticking 
to it—changes 

everything.”
~ Scott Reed



4 Values
Your values infl uence your behavior 
and decision-making. For example, 
if you believe that cooperation is 
more important than recognition, it 
is likely that you will be a dynamic 
and effective member of a workplace 
team. Understanding the values 
you hold is the key to fi nding career 
satisfaction.

Think about how often the values 
listed in Values Worksheet 1-2 guide 
your behavior, and rank them from 
1 to 5, with 5 noting those values 
that most infl uence you. Consider 
them in terms of this current season 
of your life, making sure you look at 
how they actually affect your actions. 
Don’t struggle with this too much; 
your fi rst thought is usually the best 
indicator.

Values Worksheet 1-2

 Value Least Most

Accomplishment 1 2 3 4 5

Advancement 1 2 3 4 5

Adventure 1 2 3 4 5

Autonomy 1 2 3 4 5

Balance 1 2 3 4 5

Belonging 1 2 3 4 5

Challenge 1 2 3 4 5

Community 1 2 3 4 5

Concern for Others 1 2 3 4 5

Control 1 2 3 4 5

Cooperation 1 2 3 4 5

Creativity 1 2 3 4 5

Curiosity 1 2 3 4 5

Discipline 1 2 3 4 5

Diversity 1 2 3 4 5

Duty 1 2 3 4 5

Environmental Concerns 1 2 3 4 5

Faith 1 2 3 4 5

Family 1 2 3 4 5

Fellowship 1 2 3 4 5

Financial Stability 1 2 3 4 5

Flexibility 1 2 3 4 5

Fun 1 2 3 4 5

Health 1 2 3 4 5

Honesty 1 2 3 4 5

Humility 1 2 3 4 5

Independence 1 2 3 4 5

Integrity 1 2 3 4 5

Interdependence 1 2 3 4 5

Job Security 1 2 3 4 5

Justice 1 2 3 4 5

Knowledge 1 2 3 4 5

Leadership 1 2 3 4 5

Learning 1 2 3 4 5

First, circle the importance of each value to you.

“The foundation 
stones for a 

balanced success 
are honesty, 

character, 
integrity, faith, 

love and loyalty.”
~ Zig Ziglar
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 Value Least Most

Love 1 2 3 4 5

Loyalty 1 2 3 4 5

Meaning 1 2 3 4 5

Objectivity 1 2 3 4 5

Obligation 1 2 3 4 5

Organization 1 2 3 4 5

Personal Expression 1 2 3 4 5

Pleasure 1 2 3 4 5

Power 1 2 3 4 5

Predictability 1 2 3 4 5

Prestige 1 2 3 4 5

Privacy 1 2 3 4 5

Professional Growth 1 2 3 4 5

Recognition 1 2 3 4 5

Respect 1 2 3 4 5

Responsibility 1 2 3 4 5

Restraint 1 2 3 4 5

Risk-taking 1 2 3 4 5

Safety 1 2 3 4 5

Spirituality 1 2 3 4 5

Stability 1 2 3 4 5

Status 1 2 3 4 5

Structure 1 2 3 4 5

Teamwork 1 2 3 4 5

Variety 1 2 3 4 5

Wisdom 1 2 3 4 5

“Be humble, 
be big in mind 

and soul, be 
kindly; you will 

like yourself that 
way and so will 
other people.”

~ Norman 
Vincent Peale
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Make a list of those values you 
rated in the 4-5 range, then rank 
them in the order in which you 
think they will impact your sat-
isfaction and productivity in the 
workplace. For each of them pro-
vide a brief statement about why 
that value is important.

 Value Rank Why it’s important

Learning               1 Learning motivates me and makes me   

  better.                                                                  

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

____________________ __ _____________________________________________

  _____________________________________________

“ The man who 
acquires the 

ability to take full 
possession of his 

own mind may 
take possession 
of anything else 

to which he is 
justly entitled.”

~ Andrew 
Carnegie
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Interests
Your personal 
interests can 
be a basis for 
fi nding a career. 
By identifying 
what are your 
interests, and 
determining 
how likely you 
are to fi nd an 
occupation in 
which you would 
be able to use 
those interests 
can be a valuable 
exercise in 
selecting your 
career.

Interests Worksheet 1-3

Try to list 9 items for each of the following questions. If you have 
ideas about how those interests can transfer into your career goals, 
go ahead and jot them down too. 

What do you do for enjoyment in your leisure time? Don’t worry about 
whether you see a relationship between the activities and a career.

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

9. ______________________________________________________________________

What occupations have always intrigued you? Your qualifi cations don’t 
matter in this section, so this is your chance to “blue sky” your answers!

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

9. ______________________________________________________________________

What have you always wanted to know more about?

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

9. ______________________________________________________________________

“If you limit 
your choices 
only to what 

seems possible 
or reasonable, 

you disconnect 
yourself from 

what you truly 
want, and all 

that is left is a 
compromise.”
~ Robert Fritz
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Holland’s Classifi cation System
Psychologist John Holland developed a classifi cation system based on integrating our vocational 
intentions and interests, personalities and work histories. Holland’s theory states that most 
people can be loosely categorized with respect to six types: Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, 
Social, Conventional and Enterprising.

1. Realistic individuals, for 
example, value nature, com-
mon sense, honesty and prac-
ticality; are typically described 
as reliable, straightforward, 
self-reliant, and politically 
conservative; and enjoy man-
ual and mechanical activities, 
using machines, tools and 
objects. Career choices could 
include materials engineer, 
electrician, carpenter, or 
industrial arts teacher.

2. If you value inventive-
ness, accuracy, achievement, 
and independence, you might 
fall into the Investigative cat-
egory. Investigative individuals 
are curious, logical, precise, 
analytical, and reserved; and 
enjoy analytical or intellectual 
activity and learning through 
reading, study or investigation. 
Possible occupations include 
chemical engineer, computer 
programmer, lab assistant, 
drafter, pharmacist, surgeon, 
and veterinarian. 

3. Those with an Artistic 
bent value beauty, self-expres-
sion, imagination, and creativ-
ity; are creative, independent, 
open, unconventional, and 
original; and enjoy creative 
work in music, writing, per-
formance, sculpture, and 
intellectual work. An Artistic 
individual would fi nd satisfac-
tion working as an architect, 
author, English teacher, fi lm 
editor, interior designer, 
photographer or musician.

4. Social types value ser-
vice to others, fairness, un-
derstanding, and empathy; are 
described as friendly, trusting, 
helpful, kind, and generous; 
and enjoy working with oth-
ers in a team approach, often 
sacrifi cing personally to for-
ward group goals. Good career 
choices include counselor, 
teacher, employee relations 
specialist, nurse, occupational 
therapist, police offi cer, or 
political scientist.

5. Those in the Conven-
tional category value accuracy, 
honesty, persistence, and or-
der; are described as practical, 
effi cient, conservative, and 
attentive to detail; and enjoy 
working with things, numbers 
or machines. Occupations 
might include accountant, 
building inspector, editorial 
assistant, investment analyst, 
or payroll clerk.

6. Enterprising individuals 
value success, status, respon-
sibility, and initiative; are 
ambitious, extroverted, enthu-
siastic, persuasive, and self-
confi dent; and enjoy leading, 
selling, motivating, persuading 
others, and producing lots of 
work. Career choices could in-
clude fi nancial planner, judge, 
lawyer, manager, project direc-
tor, or urban planner.

You can learn more about 
Dr. Holland’s classifi cation 
system and explore careers 
you are most likely to fi nd 
satisfying based upon your 
interests and skills by visiting:
www.self-directed-search.com. 
The self-directed search is 
also available at the Ivy Tech 
Community College Career 
Services Offi ce, where you 
can work directly with a ca-
reer advisor.

Can you now see how the per-
sonality traits and values you 
listed previously are refl ected 
in the way you spend your 
time? The better you under-
stand how all these aspects 
create who you are, the better 
equipped you will be to focus 
your career search efforts. 
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Skills Inventory
Your list of skills can carry a lot of weight and, for an 
employer, provides a quantifi able measure of your 
qualifi cations. The ability to identify and learn new skills 
when necessary is, in fact, a skill in itself, i.e., I am a fast 
learner. Learning how to transfer those skills into the 
workplace and marketing them to employers is essential.

Often interviewers will ask about your experience. 
For example, “Have you held a fast-paced job in the past 
and, if so, for how long?” A single year’s worth of experience 
as a short order cook can show commitment within a fast-
paced environment, and translates into a marketable plus, 
for example, if you are applying for a copy editing position.

You have at least three types of skills: job skills, transferable 
skills and self-management skills. Set aside time to thought-
fully fi ll out the checklists and worksheets that examine 
these skills. You will refer back to them when you work on 
Résumé Worksheet 1-7, and again later when you prepare 
for interviews.

Job Skills
Job skills are very specifi c skills ac-
quired for specifi c positions, and are 
usually learned in the classroom or 
through on-the-job training. For ex-
ample, keyboarding is a specifi c skill 
that is typically only required for cer-
tain types of jobs [although it is used 
in others]. Other examples of job 
skills include welding, venipuncture, 
using computer software, managing 
accounts payable, programming com-
puters, and taking blood pressures.

“Nothing is 
particularly hard 

if you divide it 
into small jobs.”

~ Henry Ford
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Here is a partial list of some job skills that should have been acquired during your 
studies or job experiences. Place a check next to those skills you have acquired. Space 
is provided to add additional skills not listed.

Job Skills Checklist

Accounting

analyze: 

 __ managerial reports

 __ delinquent & accounts receivable reports

 __ expense reports

__ handle billing and collection efforts

__ inventory records

__ maintain journals and ledgers

__ manage accounts payable 

__ payroll functions

__ prepare fi nancial statements

__ process banking transactions

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Agriculture

__ apply knowledge of plant growth and 
 ecological principles to produce crops and  
 recommend cultural practices

__ develop a business plan and fi nancial record  
 keeping

__ organic farming

__ plowing, disking, harrowing, seeding,    
 and fertilizing

__ practice “monoculture”

__ raise animals

__ solve problems in plant production or 
 landscape maintenance

__ transform renewable resources into biofuel

__ understand basic ecological relationships 
 as related to soils, crop production, pest 
 management, and natural terrestrial ecosystems

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Automotive Technology

diagnose, service and repair:

 __ brakes and braking systems

 __ engine management systems

 __ HVAC systems

 __ internal combustion engines

 __ steering, suspension and wheel alignment

 __transmission/drive train systems

__ provide technical support

__resolve customer concerns

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Biotechnology 

__ bioscience laboratory techniques

__ generate and maintain cell cultures

__ informatics related to the biosciences

__ isolation, purifi cation, and analysis 
 of biological molecules

__ maintain safe laboratory environment

__ proper documentation methods 

__ proper methods for formulation and 
 sterilization of reagents 

__ recombinant DNA technology

__ use associated laboratory equipment

__ use bioreactors and fermentors 
 for industrial applications

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________
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Business Administration

__ communicate effectively with employees

__ create effective displays and merchandising

__ demonstrate ethical business practices

__ current global perspective

__ manage budgets and save costs

__ motivate, train and supervise employees

__ oversee day-to-day operations

__ resolve customer complaints

__ set direction for the team

__ work well with the public

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Chemical Technology 

chromatography:

 __ HPLC

 __ GC

__ GMP/GLP Good Laboratory Practices

instrumentation:

 __ autotitrator

 __ balances

 __ pH meter

spectrophotometers:

 __ AA

 __ IR

 __ uv/vis

wet chemistry techniques:

 __ argentometric

 __ conductivity 

 __ electrochemistry

 __ pH

 __ titrations acid/base or chloride

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Computer Information Systems 

__ determine network infrastructure

__ design, implement and maintain Internet  
 sites

__ develop and manage databases

__ implement pilot/test network systems

__ install PC-based forms and workfl ow 
 automation systems

__ maintain software

__ manage projects

__ transition major hardware and 
 software systems

__ upgrade hardware

__ write computer programs/software

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Computer Information Technology

application of information systems and 
technology to plan, analyze, design, construct, 
maintain, and manage:

 __ computer networks

 __ data management

 __ software development 

 __ systems integration

specialize in:

 __ biomedical information

 __ cyber forensics

 __ information security

 __ IT health care

 __ wireless networking

__ database administration, including 
 operation issues, trouble shooting, backup  
 and recovery

__ data warehouse modeling, infrastructure,  
 implementation issues

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________
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Criminal Justice

__ collaborate with other professionals 
 and community organizations

__ conduct comprehensive client assessments

__ understand the psychological, social and  
 environmental needs of clients 

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Dental Assisting 

__ assist with record keeping

__ chair-side assisting 

__ expose and process X-ray fi lms

__ offi ce management practices

__ prepare patients for treatment

__ provide oral health instruction

__ sterilize instruments

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Design Technology 

__ CAD-M

create drawings on computer:

 __ buildings and other structures

 __ illustrations and graphics

 __ technical manufacturing products

 __ schematic and assembly diagrams

__ current with latest computer software and 
 hardware available

__ design principles

__ manufacturing set-up, troubleshooting, 
 processing and quality control

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Early Childhood Education

__ conduct parent conferences

__ develop curriculum

__ formulate creative learning techniques 
 for non-English speaking students

__ instruct in the physical, emotional, social  
 and cognitive areas of early childhood

__ maintain observation-based anecdotal 
 records

__ plan developmentally appropriate 
 child-focused activities

__ understand goals, benefi ts, and uses of 
 assessments

__ uphold confi dentiality and ethical standards

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Education

__ be involved in making decisions regarding  
 the budget, personnel, textbooks, 
 curriculum design, and teaching methods

__ specialize in a certain subject, such as math  
 or science

__ use computers to record grades and perform  
 other administrative and clerical duties

__ use interactive discussions and “hands-on”  
 approaches to help students learn and apply  
 concepts in subjects

__ utilize “props” or “manipulatives” to help  
 children understand abstract concepts, solve  
 problems, and develop critical thought 
 processes

__ work with students individually or in small  
 groups—from varied ethnic, racial, and 
 religious backgrounds

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________
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Human Services 

__ administer training seminars

__ conduct assessments and consultations

__ conduct follow-up to provide on-going  
 counseling

__ help others meet their psychological, social  
 and environmental needs

__ reach out to individuals, families 
 and communities

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Liberal Arts

__ administer assessment tests

__ counseling

__ develop workshops

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Library Technical Assistant

__ acquire, prepare, and organize material and  
 assist users in fi nding information

__ assist with customizing databases

__ help teachers obtain instructional materials,  
 and assist students with special assignments

__ manage new technologies—such as 
 CD-ROM, the Internet and virtual libraries

__ operate/maintain audiovisual equipment

__ order, process, and copy-catalogue materials  

__ organize and maintain periodicals, prepare  
 volumes for binding, handle interlibrary
 loan requests, prepare invoices

__ perform routine cataloguing and coding of  
 library materials

__ retrieve information from computer 
 databases

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Machine Tool Technology

__ machining of replacement and custom parts 

__ machine parts within tolerances

__ maintain machine tools
__ maintain safe work environment

__ product engineering

__ read blue prints

__ set up and operate manual and CNC milling  
 machines and lathes

__ team member of process development

__ troubleshooting

__ use precise measuring instruments

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Manufacturing and Industrial Technology

__ CAD/CAM system for printed circuit board  
 design

__ computer-aided design/manufacturing

__ computer graphics

__ facilities maintenance

__ heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

__ industrial electrician

__ industrial maintenance

__ manufacturing set-up

__ mechanical maintenance

__ pneumatics troubleshooting and repair
 processing 
__ quality assurance

__ quality control

__ troubleshooting

__ welding

__ work up schematics and specifi cations

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________
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Medical Assisting

__ basic medical laboratory procedures

__ documentation skills

__ health care computer applications

__ insurance coding, processing and follow-up

__ medical correspondence and records

__ provide preventative health education

__ take vital signs

__ transcription

__ venipuncture

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Nursing

__ administer critical care

__ administer medication and treatments 

__ document actions of care

__ geriatrics rotation experience

__ long-term and community health awareness

__ maternal-newborn rotation experience

__ medical-surgical rotation experience

__ organize and administer complete care 

__ patient assessments

__ patient shift reports

__ psychiatric rotation experience

__ pediatrics rotation experience

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Offi ce Administration

__ business correspondence

__ business multimedia presentations

__ clerical administration 

__ databases

__ desktop publishing

__ microcomputer operating systems

__ operate automated offi ce equipment

__ organizational leadership

__ prepare contracts, documents, forms and  
 spreadsheets

__ word processing

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Paralegal Studies 

__ assist attorneys at trial

__ coordinate and conduct real estate closings

draft documents such as:

 __ affi davits

 __ contracts

 __ correspondence

 __ discovery

 __ deeds

 __ estate planning devices

 __ pleadings

__ interview clients and witnesses

__ manage trial documents and exhibits

__ operate various automated offi ce 
 equipment and software programs, both  
 general and law offi ce specifi c

__ perform legal research

__ uphold confi dentiality and ethical standards

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________
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Practical Nursing

__ collect samples for testing, perform routine  
 laboratory tests, feed patients, and record  
 food and fl uid intake and output

__ develop care plans

__ make appointments, keep records, and 
 perform other clerical duties

__ make assessments for patient needs

__ monitor patients and report adverse
 reactions to medications or treatments

__ prepare and give injections and enemas,  
 monitor catheters, apply dressings, treat  
 bedsores, and give alcohol rubs and 
 massages

__ provide bedside care, taking vital signs such  
 as temperature, blood pressure, pulse, and  
 respiration

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Radiologic Technology

__ adjust and maintain equipment

__ follow physicians’ orders precisely and 
 exercise sound judgment preparing patients  
 for radiologic examinations

__ keep patient records

__ produce X-ray fi lms [radiographs] of parts 
 of the human body for use in diagnosing 
 medical problems

__ specialize in diagnostic imaging 
 technologies, such as computerized 
 tomography [CT] and magnetic resonance  
 imaging [MRI]

__ take X-rays and administer nonradioactive  
 materials into patients’ bloodstreams for  
 diagnostic purposes

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Respiratory Care

__ administer medication

__ arterial punctures

__ critical care experience

__ documentation

__ long-term care experience

__ neonatal experience

__ patient assessment

__ patient education

__ pediatric experience

__ physicians rounds

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Surgical Technology 

__ apply principles of aseptic technique

__ assist the anesthesiologist

__ demonstrate initiative and problem solving  
 under stress in clinical settings

__ keep accurate records

__ operate equipment

__ perform scrub and/or circulating 

__ prepare and position the patient

__ prepare for asurgical procedures

__ respond with dexterity in a timely manner

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

Other

List skills not covered by Ivy Tech.

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________

__ __________________________________________
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Job Skills Worksheet 1-4

There are four steps to this 
worksheet.

1. Make four copies of this 
worksheet.

2. From the items you checked 
on the Job Skills Checklist, circle 
12-15 of those you believe con-
tribute most to your employabil-
ity and then list them at right. 

3. Provide concrete examples of 
how you used that skill, listing 
up to four for each skill. 

4. Then rate them as:
E - Excellent [four examples],
S - Satisfactory [two to three 
 examples], or
D - Developing [one example].

Skill: Knowledge of database programs                       

Example:  Created a database to efficiently manage  

  customer accounts                                            

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________
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Transferable Skills
Transferable skills are job skills that 
are not limited to a specifi c position, 
and can be easily “transferred” from 
one type of job to another. Customer 
service and confl ict resolution, for 
example, can be used in a variety of 
job types.

Transferable Skills Checklist

Check any skills that apply to you.

Basic Transferable Skills

__ communicate [written]

__ instruct

__ negotiate

__ manage budget

__ manage money

__ manage people

__ manage projects

__ meet deadlines

__ meet the public

__ organize 

__ speak in public

Creative/Artistic Skills

__ act

__ build prototypes

__ dance

__ design

__ draw

__ envision

__ express

__ paint

__ perform

__ present artistic idea

__ sculpt

__ sing

__ write

Leadership Skills

__ delegate

__ direct others

__ explain clearly

__ infl uence others

__ initiate new tasks

__ make decisions

__ manage or direct others

__ mediate problems

__ motivate people

__ negotiate agreements

__ plan events

__ run meetings

__ solve problems

Skills Working with Things

__ assemble

__ build

__ construct

__ drive, operate vehicles

__ good with hands

__ observe/inspect

__ operate machines

__ operate tools

__ repair

__ use complex equipment

Skills Working with Data

__ analyze

__ audit 

__ budget

__ calculate/compute

__ check for accuracy

__ classify 

__ compile

__ count

__ evaluate

__ compare

__ inventory

__ investigate

__ keep fi nancial records

__ locate information

__ manage money

__ observe/inspect

__ record facts

__ research  

__ synthesize

Continued page 18
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Skills Working with People

__ administer

__ advise

__ care for

__ coach

__ confront

__ counsel

__ demonstrate

__ empathize

__ help

__ instruct

__ interview

__ listen

__ negotiate

__ persuade

__ supervise

__ understand

Skills Working with 
Words and Ideas

__ articulate

__ correspond

__ create new ideas

__ design

__ edit

__ exhibit logical thinking

__ invent

__ research

__ remember information

__ speak in public

__ verbally communicate

__ write clearly

“Leaders aren’t 
born they are 

made. And they 
are made just like 

anything else, 
through hard 

work. And that’s 
the price we’ll 
have to pay to 

achieve that goal, 
or any goal.”

~ Vince Lombardi
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 1Transferable Skills Worksheet 1-5

There are four steps to this 
worksheet.

1. Make four copies of this 
worksheet.

2. From the items you checked on 
the Transferable Skills Checklist, 
circle 12-15 of those you believe 
contribute most to your employ-
ability and then list them at 
right. 

3. Provide concrete examples of 
how you used that skill, listing 
up to four for each skill. 

4. Then rate them as:
E - Excellent [four examples],
S - Satisfactory [two to three 
 examples], or
D - Developing [one example].

Skill: Communicate [written]                                     

Example:  Wrote a customer needs assessment form    

  simplifying the assessment process   

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______
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Even if you have never had a job, you 
have self-management skills. These 
skills are very similar to personal-
ity traits. Self-management skills 
describe how you live your life. For 
example: If you are a person who is 
always on time, you are punctual. 
Therefore, punctuality is one of 
your self-management skills. Other 
examples include being organized, 
friendly, verbal, logical, creative, 
and helpful. 

Self-Management Skills Checklist

Think about who you are and how you go about 
your life. Then check the skills you want employers 
to know about.

Basic Self-Management Skills

__ accept supervision __ honest

__ cooperative __ meet deadlines

__ good attendance  __ productive

__ hard worker __ punctual

Other Self-Management Skills

__ ambitious

__ assertive

__ capable

__ cheerful

__ competent

__ conscientious 

__ creative 

__ decisive

__ dependable

__ detail-oriented

__ diplomatic

__ discreet

__ eager

__ effi cient

__ energetic

__ enthusiastic

__ expressive 

__ fl exible

__ formal

__ friendly

__ good-natured

__ helpful

__ humble 

__ imaginative

__ independent

__ industrious 

__ informal 

__ intelligent

__ intuitive

__ kind

__ loyal

__ mature

__ methodical

__ modest

__ motivated 

__ natural

__ open-minded 

__ optimistic 

__ original

__ outgoing 

__ patient

__ perceptive

__ physically  
 strong

__ pleasant

__ problem-solver 

__ proud of work 

__ quick learner

__ resourceful 

__ responsible

__ results-oriented

__ patient 

__ reliable 

__ risk-taker

__ self-confi dent

__ self-motivated

__ sense of humor 

__ sensitive

__ sincere 

__ sociable

__ spontaneous 

__ steady

__ tactful

__ tenacious 

__ thrifty 

__ tolerant

__ tough

__ trusting

__ trustworthy

__ versatile

__ well-organized

“Nothing in 
the world can 
take the place 
of persistence. 
Talent will not. 

Nothing is more 
common than 

unsuccessful 
men with talent. 
Genius will not. 

Unrewarded 
genius is almost 

a proverb. 
Education will 

not. The world is 
full of educated 

derelicts. 
Persistence, 

determination 
and hard work 

make the 
difference.”

~ Calvin Coolidge
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 1Self-Management Skills Worksheet 1-6

Skill: meet deadlines                                                   

Example:  Consistently manage lead times to meet    

  project deadlines   

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______

Skill: _______________________________________________

Example 1. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 2. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 3. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Example 4. ___________________________________________

 ___________________________________________

Rating: _______

There are four steps to this 
worksheet. 

1. Make four copies of this 
worksheet.

2. From the items you checked 
on the Self-Management Skills 
Checklist, circle 12-15 of those 
you believe contribute most to 
your employability and then list 
them at right. 

3. Provide concrete examples of 
how you used that skill, listing 
up to four for each skill. 

4. Then rate them as:
E - Excellent [four examples],
S - Satisfactory [two to three 
 examples], or 
D - Developing [one example].
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Résumé Worksheet 1-7

Set aside a block of time to carefully complete this worksheet. Refer back to your other 
worksheets, emphasizing skills and accomplishments that support your ability to do 
the type of work you want. Be prepared to look up employment and training dates, 
and to consider references. You will use this later to write your résumé and answer 
interview questions. You can also copy it and take it with you to complete applications, 
and as a reference throughout your job search. Use extra sheets as needed.

Personality Traits that Produce Workplace Effectiveness 
Transfer your top 5 traits and their outcomes. See Personality Worksheet 1-1, page 2.

1. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

2. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

4. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

5. ___________________ ____________________________________________________________________

Values that Enhance Employability 
List your top ranked values and their importance. See Values Worksheet 1-2, page 4.

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________________________________________________

6. _________________________________________________________________________________________

7 _________________________________________________________________________________________.

8 _________________________________________________________________________________________.

9. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Major Interests 
List your primary interests and their importance. See Interests Worksheet 1-3, page 7.

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________________________________________________

6. _________________________________________________________________________________________

7 _________________________________________________________________________________________.

8 _________________________________________________________________________________________.

9. _________________________________________________________________________________________
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Using Skills Worksheet 1-4, 1-5 and 1-6, [page 16, 19 and 21] list your 5 top skills in each 
area and describe how you have used those skills.

Job Skills Description of how used 

1. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

4. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

5. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

Transferable Skills Description of how used

1. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

4. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

5. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

Self-Management Skills Description of how used

1. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

4. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

5. ___________________________ ____________________________________________________________

Objective
How might you integrate your traits, values, interests, and skills to create your ideal 
career/job position?

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Key Accomplishments
List three accomplishments that best prove your ability to meet your career objective.

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
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Education and Training
Post high school education; years attended; degrees/certifi cates:

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Subjects studied related to career objective:

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Related extracurricular activities/hobbies:

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Accomplishments/things you did well:

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Specifi c things you do as a result of education and training:

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Formal or informal learning, workshops, military training, things you learned on-the-
job or from hobbies—anything that will help support your career objective. Include 
specifi c dates, certifi cates earned or other details as needed. 

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Work and Volunteer History
List your most recent job fi rst. Military experience, part-time and summer jobs, unpaid 
or volunteer work, and work in a family business should also be included. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Job 1
Dates employed: _________________    Job title:_____________________________________________

Name of organization:____________________________________________________________________

Supervisor’s name and job title:__________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

Phone number/e-mail address/Web site:__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Accomplishments
Emphasize results you achieved, using numbers to support them:

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Things you learned, skills you developed or used: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Raises, promotions, positive evaluations, awards: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Computer software, hardware, and other equipment you used: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Other Details that Support Your Objective 
Emphasize details that quantify what you did: the number of people served over one or 
more years, the number of transactions processed, percentage of sales increased, total 
inventory value you were responsible for, payroll of the staff you supervised, total 
budget managed, etc.

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
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Job 2
Dates employed: _________________    Job title:_____________________________________________

Name of organization:____________________________________________________________________

Supervisor’s name and job title:__________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

Phone number/e-mail address/Web site:__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Accomplishments
Emphasize results you achieved, using numbers to support them:

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Things you learned, skills you developed or used: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Raises, promotions, positive evaluations, awards: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Computer software, hardware, and other equipment you used: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Other Details that Support Your Objective 
Emphasize details that quantify what you did: the number of people served over one or 
more years, the number of transactions processed, percentage of sales increased, total 
inventory value you were responsible for, payroll of the staff you supervised, total 
budget managed, etc.

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________
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Job 3
Dates employed: _________________    Job title:_____________________________________________

Name of organization:____________________________________________________________________

Supervisor’s name and job title:__________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________

Phone number/e-mail address/Web site:__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Accomplishments
Emphasize results you achieved, using numbers to support them:

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________

Things you learned, skills you developed or used: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Raises, promotions, positive evaluations, awards: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Computer software, hardware, and other equipment you used: 

1. ____________________________________________4. ___________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________5. ___________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________6. ___________________________________________

Other Details that Support Your Objective 
Emphasize details that quantify what you did: the number of people served over one or 
more years, the number of transactions processed, percentage of sales increased, total 
inventory value you were responsible for, payroll of the staff you supervised, total 
budget managed, etc.

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________



28 Summary
Congratulations! You have completed a quite detailed 
self-assessment and skills inventory exercise, and are now 
well-equipped to begin researching and making informed 
decisions about career opportunities. 

Career Services Staff 
Can Help
We are here to help you succeed—
not only in the classroom, but in the 
workforce as well. Call [765] 269-
5612 or [800] 669-4882, ext. 5612 
[within Indiana] for more information.

Services Offered
� Career Exploration and Planning
� JobZone – Web-based job 
 connection service at: 
 www.laf.ivytech.edu/career_services
� Job Boards
� Career Resource Center
� Job Search Advising
� Interview Advising 
� Mock Interviews
� Resume Advising
� Networking Advising
� Career Fairs
� Internships Assistance

“Set priorities 
for your goals. 

A major part 
of successful 

living lies in the 
ability to put 

fi rst things fi rst. 
Indeed, the 

reason most 
major goals are 

not achieved 
is that we 
spend our 

time doing 
second things 

fi rst.”
~ Robert J. 

McKain
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Want to Know More?
Books
Breaking the Bamboo Ceiling: 
Career Strategies for Asians 
Jane Hyun

Though they are the fastest-growing 
population in the United States and 
comprise the largest college graduate 
population in the country, Asians lag 
in the workplace. Career coach 
Hyun attributes the situation to 
deep-seated attitudes and behaviors 
that can cause misunderstandings 
in a Western business setting, and 
offers practical ideas and case studies 
to help change things. Hyun notes 
that the information may also help 
non-Asian managers better under-
stand a diverse work force.

Discovering God’s Blueprint 
for Your Career: A Christian’s 
Job Search Guide 
John S. Lybarger, William L. Donelson

Learn how to discover your gifts and 
talents, create a powerful job search 
strategy and fi nd a new, competitive 
position.

Ex-Offender’s Job Hunting Guide: 
10 Steps to a New Life in the 
Work World,
Ron L. Krannich, Caryl Krannich

Written for newly released prisoners, 
this guide challenges former criminals 
to examine their personal attitudes 
and develop the job search skills need-
ed to fi nd the right job for long-term 
success. The authors offer advice on 
identifying strengths and weaknesses, 
fi nding community resources, writing 
applications and resumes, interview-
ing, and negotiating a salary.

Job Searcher’s Handbook 
Carolyn R. Robbins

This guide will help you take inven-
tory, create a paper trail, organize 
search plan, and interview. 

Professional Paralegal Job Search: 
A Guide for Launching 
Your Legal Career 
Christofer Ulmont French

Career counselor Christofer French 
helps you package and present the 
particular skills and qualities you 
need to fi nd and keep a paralegal job 
in an increasingly competitive market. 
The author presents a full range of 
effective tools to launch a strategic 
job search—from successful inter-
viewing techniques and resume-writ-
ing skills to follow-up and networking. 

Women for Hire: The Ultimate 
Guide to Getting a Job 
Tory Johnson, Robyn Freedman 
Spizman, Lindsey Pollak

Women For Hire produces success-
ful, high caliber national career fairs 
partnering the country’s leading em-
ployers in all fi elds with thousands of 
smart, qualifi ed, and diverse women. 
This book identifi es specifi c ways for 
job-seekers to maximize their search 
efforts and secure a great new job. 

Readers will learn:
� Networking Necessities 
 for the Shy to the Gutsy
� The Truth About Job Functions
� Real Answers to Resume 
 Dilemmas
� One-Minute Mess-Ups to Avoid 
 at All Costs

“Human beings, 
by changing 

the inner 
attitudes of 
their minds, 
can change 

the outer 
aspects of 

their lives.”
~ William James
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� Smart Interview Strategies
� Tips on Negotiating Salary 
 and Benefi ts
� Overcoming Obstacles Faced 
 by Women Job Seekers
� How to Keep Your Job 
 Once You Land It

Work and Disability: 
Issues and Strategies in Career 
Development and Job Placement 
Edna Mora Szymanski, Randall M. 
Parker

An exceedingly comprehensive text 
on a wide variety of subjects related 
to process of employment prepara-
tion, job development, career and 
workplace issues for persons with 
disabilities, and the professionals 
who assist them in these areas. 

Online Resources
Psychologist John Holland’s theory 
states that most people can be 
loosely categorized with respect to 
six types: Realistic, Investigative, 
Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and 
Conventional. You can learn more 
about Dr. Holland’s classifi cation 
system, and his self-directed search 
to explore careers you are most likely 
to fi nd satisfying based upon your 
interests and skills, by visiting:
www.self-directed-search.com

“Your living is 
determined not 

so much by what 
life brings to you 

as the attitude 
you bring to life; 
not so much by 
what happens 

to you as by the 
way your mind 
looks at what 

happens.”
~ John

Homer Mills


